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Frustration in magnetic interactions can give rise to disordered ground states with subtle and
beautiful properties. The spin ices Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 exemplify this phenomenon, displaying
a classical spin liquid state, with fractionalized magnetic–monopole excitations. Recently there has
been great interest in closely–related “quantum spin ice” materials, following the realization that
anisotropic exchange interactions could convert spin ice into a massively–entangled, quantum, spin
liquid, where magnetic monopoles become the charges of an emergent quantum electrodynamics.
Here we show that even the simplest model of a quantum spin ice, the XXZ model on the pyrochlore
lattice, can realise a still–richer scenario. Using a combination of classical Monte Carlo simulation,
semi–classical molecular–dynamics simulation, and analytic field theory, we explore the properties of
this model for frustrated transverse exchange. We find not one, but three, competing forms of spin
liquid, as well as a phase with hidden, spin–nematic, order. We explore the experimental signatures
of each of these different states, making explicit predictions for inelastic neutron scattering. These
results show an intriguing similarity to experiments on a range of pyrochlore oxides.
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for spin liquids — disordered phases of mag-
nets which support entirely new forms of magnetic exci-
tation — has become one of the defining themes of mod-
ern condensed–matter physics [1–3]. In this context, the
pyrochlore lattice, a corner–sharing network of tetrahe-
dra found in a wide range of naturally–occurring miner-
als, has proved an amazing gift to science. Pyrochlore
magnets play host to a variety of unconventional forms
of magnetic order, and include systems which have not
been observed to order at any temperature [4]. Perhaps
the most celebrated of these is the “spin ice” found in the
Ising magnets Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 [5]; a classical
spin liquid, described by an emergent U(1) lattice gauge
theory with magnetic monopole excitations [6].
As the understanding of spin ice has grown, so more
attention has been given to the role of quantum effects.
These are of particular relevance where a spin–ice arises
through anisotropic exchange interactions in a pyrochlore
magnet [7–12], and have the potential to convert classical
spin ice into a massively–entangled, quantum, spin liquid,
described by an emergent U(1) quantum electrodynamics
[12–26]. At the same time, great progress has been made
in synthesizing and characterizing magnetic pyrochlore
oxides. As well as revealing a number of candidates for
quantum spin–ice behaviour [27–35], these experiments
have turned up many unusual and unexpected magnetic
states in systems with strongly anisotropic exchange [36–
46].
The main message of this Article is that even the sim-
plest model of a quantum spin ice — the XXZ model on
a pyrochlore lattice — has far more to offer than spin
ice alone. Working in the classical limit, accessible to
large–scale simulation, we find that frustrated transverse
exchange gives rise to not one, but three, distinct, spin–
liquid regimes [Fig. 1]. We explore the way in which these
spin liquids compete, identify the different gauge groups
associated with each spin liquid, and make explicit pre-
dictions for their experimental signatures [Fig. 2]. We
find that one of these spin liquids posses a highly–unusual
U(1)×U(1) gauge structure and, as an added bonus, un-
dergoes a phase transition into a state with hidden, spin–
nematic, order. We also use molecular dynamics simula-
tions to characterise the excitations of this spin–nematic
phase [Fig. 5]. The portrait which emerges has striking
similarities with the behavior of a number of pyrochlore
materials.
The simplest model able to capture quantum effects
in a spin ice [7–12] is the XXZ model on the pyrochlore
lattice
HXXZ =
∑
〈ij〉
JzzS
z
i S
z
j − J±
(
S+i S
−
j + S
−
i S
+
j
)
(1)
where Si = (Sxi ,S
y
i ,S
z
i ) is a (pseudo)spin–half operator
describing the two states of the lowest energy doublet of
a magnetic ion subject to a strong crystal electric field
(CEF). The symmetry of the lattice requires that the
quantization axis of each spin (here, Szi ) lies on a local
[111] axis, as defined in Appendix A.
Ising interactions, Jzz > 0, favor states obeying the
“ice rules” in which two spins point into, and two spins
point out of, each tetrahedron on the lattice. The trans-
verse term, J±, introduces dynamics about these spin–ice
configurations and, for larger, positive, values of J±/Jzz,
drives the system into a state with easy–plane order
[17, 18, 47–50]. The physical meaning of this easy–plane
order depends on the nature of the magnetic ion. For
Kramers ions like Yb3+ and Er3+ all components of S
relate to a magnetic dipole moment [11], and the or-
dered phase is an easy–plane antiferromagnet. However
for non–Kramers ions such as Pr3+ and Tb3+ [9, 44], or
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Figure 1. (a) Finite–temperature phase diagram of the minimal model of a quantum spin ice, HXXZ [Eq. (1)], as found in
classical Monte Carlo simulation. The model possesses three distinct spin–liquid regimes, spin ice (SI), an easy plane spin
liquid (SL⊥) and the pseudo–Heisenberg antiferromagnet (pHAF), as well as phases with easy–plane antiferromagnetic (AF⊥)
and easy–plane spin–nematic (SN⊥) order. Associated crossover (phase-transition) temperatures are indicated with dashed
(solid) lines. For J±/Jzz = −1/2 (dash–dotted line), the model has an SU(2) symmetry and is thermodynamically equivalent
to the Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a pyrochlore lattice. (b) Representation of bond quadrupolar order in the easy–plane
spin–nematic phase (SN⊥) [cf. Appendix A]. SN⊥ breaks both the U(1) spin rotational symmetry of Eq. (1) and the point
group symmetry of the lattice. (c) “Two–in, two–out” configuration of spins in the spin ice regime (SI). (d) Representative
configuration of spin dipoles in the easy–plane antiferromagnet (AF⊥)
.
“dipolar-octupolar” Kramers ions like Nd3+ or Ce3+ [51],
the easy–plane order may have quadrupolar (octupolar)
character. In what follows, we consider explicitly the case
of Kramers ions. However, suitably reinterpreted, these
results also have important implications for non–Kramers
ions.
For J± > 0, HXXZ [Eq. (1)] is unfrustrated, in the sense
that it is free of sign problems in Quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) simulation. In this case, the phase diagram is
already well–established [14, 21, 23]. For J±/Jzz . 0.05,
QMC simulations find a crossover from a conventional
paramagnet into a classical spin–liquid (spin ice) at a
temperature T ∗/Jzz ∼ 0.2, and a second crossover into
a quantum spin liquid (QSL) at a much lower temper-
ature T ∗QSL/Jzz ∼ (J±/Jzz)3. In the low temperature
quantum spin liquid regime, the magnetic monopoles of
classical spin ice become dynamic, fractional, spin exci-
tations (spinons), while the spectrum of the model also
includes gapless photons [13, 16]. For J±/Jzz & 0.05, the
U(1) QSL gives way to easy–plane antiferromagnetic or-
der (AF⊥), in which spins lie in the plane perpendicular
to the local Sz–axis [14, 21, 23].
Very little is known about the properties of HXXZ for
J± < 0 [10, 18, 44]. On perturbative grounds, it is ex-
pected that the ground state for |J±|/Jzz  1 will also be
a U(1) QSL [13], albeit one with a modified spinon dis-
persion [18, 52]. Gauge mean–field calculations suggest
that this QSL persists over a broad range of parameters,
−4.13 . J±/Jzz < 0 [18]. But the nature of competing
ordered — or disordered — phases for J± < 0 remains
an open question.
There are many reasons to believe that the proper-
3ties of the quantum spin ice model, HXXZ [Eq. (1)] for
frustrated coupling J± < 0, could be even richer than for
J± > 0. In particular, for J±/Jzz = − 12 , HXXZ [Eq. (1)]
is equivalent (up to a site–dependent spin–rotation), to
the Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAF) on a pyrochlore
lattice. Like spin ice, the HAF is known to support a
classical spin liquid [53–56], and it has also been argued
to support a QSL ground state [57–60]. And, crucially,
both the classical and quantum spin liquids in the HAF
have a qualitatively different character from those found
in spin ice. This sets up a competition between two differ-
ent kinds of spin liquid, namely spin ice for J±/Jzz ≈ 0,
and a state homologous to the HAF for J±/Jzz ≈ − 12 . It
also opens the door for yet more novel magnetic phases
for J±/Jzz < − 12 .
II. PHASE DIAGRAM DETERMINED BY
CLASSICAL MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Since the quantum spin ice model, HXXZ [Eq. (1)], is
inaccessible to QMC for J± < 0, we instead study its
finite–temperature properties using classical Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation — the results are summarised in the
phase diagram Fig. 1. For J± > 0, this phase dia-
gram is very similar to that previously found in QMC
simulations [14, 21, 23] — at a qualitative level, the
only significant difference is the absence of a QSL below
T ∗QSL/Jzz ∼ (J±/Jzz)3 . 0.005. At a quantitative level,
we find changes in numerical values of the crossover tem-
perature associated with the spin ice regime, T ∗1 , and
the position of the zero–temperature boundary between
SI and AF⊥. These changes can be ascribed to the fact
that the magnetic monopoles (spinons) are not quantized
in classical simulations and do not develop phase coher-
ence [62]. Further details of classical MC simulations for
J± > 0 will be presented elsewhere [63].
We now turn to the frustrated case, J± < 0. At
low temperatures, spin–ice correlations persist up to
J±/Jzz = − 12 [10, 44], as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Upon
reaching J±/Jzz = − 12 the system becomes thermody-
namically equivalent to a HAF. This high–symmetry
point gives rise to a new form of spin liquid at finite tem-
perature, labelled a pseudo–Heisenberg antiferromagnet
(pHAF) in Fig. 1. Once again, this spin liquid has alge-
braic correlations, as shown in Fig. 2c, but with qualita-
tively different character from spin ice [Fig. 2a]. These
correlations persist up to a crossover temperature T ∗3 as-
sociated with the Curie–law crossover (CLC) in the mag-
netic susceptibility [64].
While the correlations measured in the equal–time
structure factor S(q) are also different from those found
in the HAF [54, 55, 65], the two models are equivalent up
to a local coordinate transformation. And, by analogy
with earlier work on the HAF [55, 56, 66], the spin liq-
uid pHAF can be described by a U(1)×U(1)×U(1) gauge
theory.
The situation for J±/Jzz < − 12 is even more interest-
ing. Below a second crossover scale, T ∗2 < T ∗3 , identifiable
by a reduction in the fluctuations of the z-components of
the spins [see Appendix B], the pHAF gives way to an
easy–plane spin liquid, labelled SL⊥ in Fig. 1. Spin cor-
relations in this regime have algebraic character, with
pinch–points in S(q) [Fig. 2b]. However these correla-
tions are qualitatively different from those in either spin
ice [Fig. 2a], or the pHAF [Fig. 2c]. At a still lower
temperature, TSN < T ∗2 , the system undergoes a thermo-
dynamic phase transition, marked by a clear anomaly in
the specific heat. None the less, this phase transition does
not give rise to any magnetic Bragg peaks in S(q) and,
at least as far as dipolar spin correlations are concerned,
the system remains disordered.
While the new phase for T < TSN — labelled SN⊥
in Fig. 1 — does not exhibit any conventional magnetic
order, it does posses a hidden, spin–nematic, order. The
ordered state does not break translational symmetry, but
breaks the U(1) symmetry of HXXZ [Eq. (1)] by selecting
an axis within the local xy-plane. Such an order can be
described by the bond–based order parameter [67–69]
Q⊥ =
∑
〈ij〉
1
3N
(
Sxi S
x
j − Syi Syj
Sxi S
y
j + S
y
i S
x
j
)
, (2)
where the sum on 〈ij〉 runs over the nearest–neighbour
bonds of the lattice, and Si = (Sxi ,S
y
i ,S
z
i ) is expressed in
the local frame of site i (cf. Appendix A).
This type of easy–plane order is formally identical to
the spin–nematic phases found in a range of frustrated
magnets in applied magnetic field [69–71]. And in com-
mon with these systems, the associated Landau theory
FSN⊥ = a2(T ) Q
2
⊥ + a4 Q
4
⊥ + . . . , (3)
lacks a cubic term, and therefore permits a contin-
uous phase transition. Simulations suggest that the
phase transition at T = TSN is indeed continuous
for J±/Jzz . − 12 , becoming first-order approaching the
high–symmetry point J±/Jzz → − 12 . Further details of
the thermodynamics of this transition are given in Ap-
pendix B.
III. THEORY OF THE EASY–PLANE SPIN
LIQUID
Spin correlations in spin ice (SI) can be described using
a U(1) lattice gauge theory [6, 56, 72], which gives rise to
characteristic “pinch–points” in the spin structure factor
S(q) [Fig. 2a]. Meanwhile, for classical spins, spin corre-
lations in the Heisenberg AF on the pyrochlore lattice —
and by extension in the pHAF — can be described us-
ing a U(1)×U(1)×U(1) gauge theory [53–56]. The pHAF
has qualitatively different pinch–points from spin ice, as
illustrated in Fig. 2c. It is clear that the correlations of
the easy–plane spin liquid, SL⊥ [Fig. 2b] are very differ-
ent from either spin ice [Fig. 2a] or the pHAF [Fig. 2c].
None the less, the presence of pinch points suggests that
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(b) SN⊥, SL⊥ (J± = −Jzz, T = 0.005Jzz).
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Figure 2. Comparison of correlations in different spin–liquid and spin–nematic regimes. Left half of each panel : equal–time
structure factor S(q), as measured in unpolarised neutron–scattering experiments. Right half of each panel : S(q) resolved into
spin–flip (SF, top) and non spin–flip (NSF, bottom) components, as measured in polarised neutron–scattering experiments (cf.
[61]). a) Spin ice (SI), showing “pinch points” indicative of algebraic spin correlations. Definitions of these structure factors are
given in Appendix C. b) Phase with easy–plane spin–nematic order (SN⊥), showing the absence of magnetic Bragg peaks, and
persistence of algebraic spin correlations. The same correlations are also observed in the easy–plane spin liquid (SL⊥). c) Spin
liquid associated with the pseudo–Heisenberg antiferomagnet (pHAF), showing algebraic spin correlations distinct from those
in spin ice (SI) or the easy–plane spin liquid (SL⊥). Results are taken from Monte Carlo simulations of HXXZ [Eq. (1)], for a
cubic cluster of N = 8192 spins.
SL⊥, too, may be described by some form of gauge the-
ory.
We can develop a field–theory for the spin–liquid SL⊥
by applying the methods developed in [50, 73]. The start-
ing point of this approach is to recast the spins Si inHXXZ
[Eq. (1)] in terms of five order–parameter fields
{mλ} = {mA2 ,mE,mT1ice,mT1planar,mT2} (4)
defined on each tetrahedron r. These objects mλ(r) de-
scribe the different kinds of four-sublattice magnetic or-
der consistent with the point group symmetry of the py-
rochlore lattice. Definitions of each field mλ in terms of
the spins Si are given in Appendix D.
The most general exchange Hamiltonian on the py-
rochlore lattice can be transcribed exactly in terms ofmλ
[49]. This greatly simplifies the determination of classi-
cal ground states and, where classical ground states form
an extensive manifold, one can use this approach to de-
termine the local constraints which control the resulting
spin–liquid [50, 73]. In the case of SL⊥, for T → 0, we
have
mA2(r) = 0, mE(r) = 0, mT1ice(r) = 0 ∀r (5)
The spin fluctuations at low temperature are thus dom-
inated by the fluctuations of the remaining fields mT2(r)
and mT1planar(r). These fields have significance as the
order-parameters of the competing four-sublattice mag-
netic orders which would be induced by the symmetry–
allowed perturbation
δH±± =
∑
〈ij〉
J±±
[
γijS
+
i S
+
j + γ
∗
ijS
−
i S
−
j
]
, (6)
where γij are complex phase factors arising from the
change in coordinate frame between different lattice sites
[7, 9–11, 47, 74]. For this reason, the spin–liquid SL⊥ falls
very naturally into the “multiple–phase competition” sce-
nario for pyrochlore magnets [49, 50, 75, 76].
In Fig. 3, we show the classical ground–state phase
diagram of anisotropic exchange model
Hex = HXXZ + δH±± . (7)
This contains three distinct regions of 4–sublattice or-
der : the easy–plane ordered phases described by the
fields mE (denoted AF⊥ in Fig. 1), mT1planar, and mT2
(Palmer–Chalker state [77]). These border a region of
spin ice (denoted SI in Fig. 1), dominated by fluctuations
of mT1ice. We note that a closely–related phase diagram
has been derived for non–Kramers ions [10, 44]; in this
case easy–plane order must be interpreted in terms of the
quadrupole moment of the magnetic ion.
The non-trivial correlations in the spin–liquid SL⊥
arise from the fact that neighbouring tetrahedra share
a spin, so that the fields mλ(r) on neighbouring tetra-
hedra are not independent of one another. This point,
combined with Eq. (5), imposes spatial constraints on
the fluctuations of mT2(r) and mT1planar(r). After coarse
graining to extract the long wavelength physics these con-
straints may be written in terms of two, independent,
vector fluxes
B1 =
1
2
(2mxT1planar,−
√
3myT2 −m
y
T1planar
,
√
3mzT2 −mzT1planar)
B2 =
1
2
(2mxT1planar,−myT2 +
√
3myT1planar,
−mzT2 −
√
3mzT1planar) , (8)
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Figure 3. (Color online). Classical ground–state phase di-
agram of the anisotropic exchange model Hex [Eq. (7)], for
Jzz > 0. Different phases are labelled in terms of the irreps of
the tetrahedral symmetry group, Td [Eq. (4)], as described
in [49]. The minimal model of a quantum spin ice HXXZ
[Eq. (1)] exists on the line J±± = 0 — for J± < − 12 (white
line), two phases with 4-sublattice easy–plane order meet, and
the resulting enlarged ground–state manifold gives rise to the
easy plane spin liquid SL⊥, and spin–nematic phase SN⊥.
A closely–related mean–field phase diagram for non–Kramers
ions is given in [10, 44].
which each separately obey their own Gauss’ law
∇ ·B1 = 0 , ∇ ·B2 = 0 . (9)
We can therefore write
B1 = ∇×A1 , B2 = ∇×A2 (10)
and the theory has two, independent, U(1) gauge degrees
of freedom.
The free energy associated with the fluctuations of
these fields is of entropic origin [66]. The only choice
of Gaussian free-energy consistent with both the point
group symmetry and the U(1) symmetry of HXXZ is
FSL⊥ =
T
V
∫
d3r λ(B21 +B
2
2)
=
T
V
∫
d3r λ
[
(∇×A1)2 + (∇×A2)2
]
(11)
where the coefficient λ can be determined through fits to
simulation, or a large–N expansion [55, 73].
It follows from the existence of the conserved fluxes
B1 and B2 and the free-energy Eq. (11) that SL⊥ is a
Coulomb phase with algebraic correlations [66]. The va-
lidity of this description is demonstrated in Fig. 4 where
we compare analytic calculations of the flux structure
factor
SαβBµ(q) = 〈Bαµ (−q)Bβµ(q)〉 (12)
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Figure 4. U(1)×U(1) gauge structure of the easy–plane spin
liquid (SL⊥), as demonstrated by pinch–points in equal–time
structure factors SαβBµ(q) [Eq. (12)]. Left half of panel: struc-
ture factor SxxB1(q) as calculated from the theory Eq. (11),
with λ = 1. Right half of panel: structure factor SxxB1(q)
as calculated in classical Monte Carlo simulations of HXXZ
[Eq. (1)]. The pinch point centered on q = (0, 0, 0), follows
from the zero–divergence conditions on the fields Bµ [Eq. (9)].
Simulations were carried out for a cubic cluster of N = 8192
spins, with J±/Jzz = −1, T = 0.01Jzz, as described in Ap-
pendix E.
based on Eq. (11) with the results of Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Pinch point singularities are clearly seen in both
analytic and numerical calculations. It is the same fluctu-
ations of B1 and B2 which are responsible for the charac-
teristic pinch–point structures in the (spin) structure fac-
tor measured by neutron scattering, as shown in Fig. 2b.
At finite temperature, we anticipate that the spin liq-
uid SL⊥ will be perturbatively stable against terms such
as δH±± [Eq. (6)], which retain the point–group symme-
try of the lattice but lift the U(1) symmetry of the spins.
In this case the free energy will be modified :
FSL⊥ → FSL⊥ + δFSL⊥ (13)
δFSL⊥ =
T
V
∫
d3r λ′
{
(Bx1 )
2 − 1
2
[
(By1 )
2
+ (Bz1)
2
]
− (Bx2 )2 +
1
2
[
(By2 )
2
+ (Bz2)
2
]
−
√
3 [Bz1B
z
2 −By1By2 ]
}
(14)
This form of free energy will still lead to pinch points
in SαβBµ(q) and S(q), but these will take on a more
anisotropic character.
IV. DYNAMICS IN THE SPIN–NEMATIC
PHASE
For temperatures, T < TSN the easy–plane spin-liquid
(SL⊥) gives way to a phase with hidden spin–nematic or-
der, labelled SN⊥ in Fig. 1. As far as the dipole moments
6(a) Dynamical structure factor for spins, S(q, ω)
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Figure 5. Spin dynamics in the phase with hidden spin–nematic order (SN⊥). (a) Dynamical structure factor for spin degrees
of freedom, S(q, ω), showing gapless continuum of excitations at low energies. (b) Dynamical susceptibility for fluctuations
of on–site quadrupole moments, χQsite⊥ (q, ω) [cf. Appendix F]. Inset : details of correlations at low energies near the zone
center qrl = (2, 2, 2), showing a linearly–dispersing Goldstone mode at low energies. Results are taken from molecular-dynamics
simulations of HXXZ [Eq. (1)] for a cluster of N = 65536 spins, with J±/Jzz = −1.0, T/Jzz = 0.002.
.
of spins are concerned, the spin–nematic phase is disor-
dered, and neutron scattering experiments would reveal
algebraic correlations, as in the spin liquid SL⊥. However
the pinch points in S(q) [cf Fig. 2b] hide a great wealth
of interesting spin excitations.
To better understand the dynamics of the spin–
nematic phase, we have calculated the dynamical struc-
ture factor S(q, ω), within a semi–classical molecular–
dynamics (MD) simulation, using the methods described
in [78]. Relevant definitions are given in Appendix C.
For ω/Jzz . 0.2, S(q, ω) presents a featureless, non–
dispersing continuum [Fig. 5a]. Relics of dispersing ex-
citations are visible in S(q, ω) at higher energies, but
these are explicitly not Goldstone modes, and have noth-
ing to do with the hidden spin–nematic order. Examining
the evolution of S(q, ω) as a function of temperature, we
find that results for S(q, ω) in the spin–nematic phase
for T < TSN, are very similar to those found in the spin
liquid SL⊥ for T > TSN.
Incoherent, non-dispersing structure of the type shown
in Fig. 5a is reminiscent of theoretical predictions [79–81]
and experimental measurements [44, 82, 83], for a wide
range of different spin liquids. In a quantum spin liq-
uid the presence of a non-dispersing continuum reflects
the fact that, unlike conventional spin waves (magnons),
single elementary excitations of a spin liquid cannot be
created by local processes. It follows that, when a neu-
tron scatters from a spin liquid, the energy, momentum
and angular momentum (spin) transferred are not ab-
sorbed by a single excitation with a well–defined energy
and momentum, but rather shared between multiple ex-
citations [84]. In the semi–classical limit studied here,
it is probably unsafe to attribute such a continuum to
fractionalized excitations [63]. However, the fact that
S(q, ω) only records dipolar spin correlations obscures a
more important fact — the spin–nematic order which is
present for T < TSN which breaks a continuous, U(1),
symmetry of the Hamiltonian. And, by Goldstone’s the-
orem, it must, therefore, also support gapless Goldstone
modes.
In order to resolve this conundrum, it is necessary to
examine the dynamical correlations of the quadrupole
moments of spin. In Fig. 5b we present MD simula-
tion results for the dynamical susceptibility χQsite⊥ (q, ω),
which measures fluctuations of the on-site quadrupolar
moments, which are well defined for classical spins [cf.
7Appendix B]. A sharp excitation, with dispersion
ω ≈ vQ|q− qrl| (15)
can now be resolved near to the zone centers with
qrl = (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2). These are the same zone
centers for which the Bragg peaks associated with
the hidden spin–nematic order SN⊥ would occur in a
quadrupolar structure factor, which might, in principle,
be measured in resonant X–ray experiments [85].
At present, relatively little is known about the dynam-
ical properties of spin–nematic states. Field–theoretic
analysis [71, 86–88], based on the symmetry of the or-
der parameter, predicts that spin–nematics support gap-
less Goldstone modes, visible in χQ⊥(q, ω). This Gold-
stone mode has dispersion ω ∝ |q| [cf. Eq. (15)], and
at zero temperature the associated intensity diverges as
∼ 1/ω for ω → 0 [71]. The same behaviour is seen
in “flavour–wave” calculations and QMC simulations of
spin–1 models constructed to support quadrupolar or-
der [89–91]. The dynamics of the spin–1/2 frustrated
ferromagnetic spin chain have also been studied using
DMRG, and reveal a broad continuum of excitations at
high energies [92]. However, because of the absence of
long–range order, no Goldstone modes can be resolved.
A continuum of excitations at high energies is also found
in calculations for two–dimensional frustrated ferromag-
nets, within a slave–particle mean–field picture [93].
Our MD simulations of SN⊥ clearly reveal a linearly–
dispersing Goldstone mode, with intensity which diverges
for ω → 0 [cf. inset to Fig. 5b]. The form of this diver-
gence is ∼ 1/ω2, rather than ∼ 1/ω. This follows from
the fact that simulations are carried out at finite tem-
perature, and probe thermal rather than quantum fluc-
tuations. Most striking, however, is the broad contin-
uum of excitations visible in both spin– and quadrupole
structure factors. And it is also interesting to note that
the way in which the Goldstone mode “dissolves” into
this continuum bears some resemblence to what is seen
in QMC simulations of a spin–1 model, at higher tem-
perature [91]. Overall, the picture which emerges from
MD simulation is consistent with all known facts about
spin–nematics, and should provide a reliable guide for
comparison with experiment.
Further details of the spin dynamics in the spin–
nematic phase, and specifically the characterization
of the Goldstone mode are given in Appendix F. We
note that the U(1) symmetry of HXXZ [Eq. (1)] is not
a necessary condition for spin–nematic order to exist.
However, if this symmetry were broken, the low–energy
(pseudo–)Goldstone mode associated with SN⊥ would
acquire a small gap.
V. DISCUSSION
Spin liquids [1–3] and spin nematics [67–69] are prime
examples of unconventional states of matter, and have
many unusual and interesting properties. The exper-
imental search for these exotic states has a long his-
tory, with many twists and turns, and not a few dead
ends. Given this, finding both in one simple, canonical,
and experimentally–motivated model is remarkable. It is
therefore worth considering the possibilities for observ-
ing the unconventional spin liquid SL⊥, and the spin–
nematic SN⊥, in the type of rare–earth pyrochlore mag-
net described by Eq. (1).
In the case of SN⊥, it is important to make a distinc-
tion between the type of spin–nematic order considered
in this manuscript, which is driven by fluctuations, and
the quadrupolar or octupolar order which can arise di-
rectly from the ground states of rare–earth ions. Here
we particularly have in mind the non–Kramers ions Pr3+
[9, 18, 44] and Tb3+ [9, 39, 45, 94], and Kramers dou-
blets of dipolar–octupolar character, such as Nd3+ [51],
and Ce3+ [95]. For these ions, quadrupolar or octupolar
order may occur as a“classical” order of the transverse
part of the pseudospins Si. The multipolar character
of the order follows from the symmetry of the crystal–
field ground–state (doublet) of the magnetic ion, which
is described by Si. Where multipolar order of this kind
occurs, experiments which probe the dynamics of dipoles
will see a gapped response and a sharp excitation spec-
trum. In contrast, in the easy–plane spin–nematic SN⊥,
dipole moments remain in a spin–liquid like state, with
strong fluctuations at low temperature and a broad, gap-
less response coexisting with the hidden nematic order
[Fig. 5a].
Where, then, might we observe these unusual mag-
netic states? Further experimental work will be neces-
sary to definitively answer this question, but there are
already a few trails to follow. In particular, the Pr-
based pyrochlores have the recommended single-ion and
interaction anisotropies [9, 18, 44]. Coupling parame-
ters of Pr2Zr2O7 for example have been suggested to sit
in the AF⊥ phase of Fig. 1 [44], although it seems that
the coupling of structural disorder to the non-Kramers
doublets plays a significant role [24, 34, 96, 97]. Since
chemical pressure has already proven to be a useful tool
to move a family of compounds across a phase diagram
[42, 49, 76, 98, 99], Pr2X2O7 (X=Sn,Hf,Pb) are promis-
ing candidates to investigate, with ferromagnetic corre-
lations consistent with positive Jzz and no dipole order
yet observed [27, 32, 33, 41, 100].
The notion of hidden order also resonates with the
elusive physics of Yb–based pyrochlores. As far as we
know, Yb pyrochlores lie in a different regime of magnetic
interactions than the HXXZ model of Eq. (1). Specifi-
cally, experiments on Yb2Ti2O7 point to an unfrustrated
value of J± > 0 [11, 101, 102], and to an important role
for other competing exchange interactions. In the light
of this, the properties of that particular material seem
to be connected with a different phase boundary from
that associated with SL⊥ [46, 49, 76]. That being said,
some of the similarities between our results and the Yb–
pyrochlores are striking: a gapless continuum of spin ex-
8citations, oblivious to thermodynamic phase transitions
[42, 103–105] [Fig. 5(a)], and robust in temperature up
to a broad feature in specific heat [42] (in the present Ar-
ticle, between pHAF and SL⊥). And while the magnetic
order in Yb-pyrochlores is, at least partially, an order
of dipolar moments [28, 37, 38, 106–108], recent experi-
ments have indicated that the primary order parameter
may be “hidden”, and distinct from a standard dipole or-
der [42]. Thus, while the specific case developed in this
Article probably does not apply to the Yb–pyrochlores,
related physics may be at play.
Furthermore, since the spin–nematic phase SN⊥ is
found within the spin liquid SL⊥ [Fig. 1], this work pro-
vides a prototype for the peaceful co-existence of emer-
gent gauge fields and long–range order. In this sense,
SN⊥ is an interesting new addition to the other phases
where gauge fluctuations and broken symmetries co-exist,
such as the Coulombic ferromagnet [17, 109], and states
with magnetic moment fragmentation [110], as recently
observed in Nd2Zr2O7 [43, 111] and Ho2Ir2O7 [112].
We also note that many other magnetic systems out-
side the rare earth oxides R2X2O7 feature moments lo-
cated on a pyrochlore lattice. Of particular interest are
materials such as NaCaCo2F7 and NaSrCo2F7 [113, 114]
which boast XY like interactions with much higher en-
ergy scales than observed in the rare-earth oxides. If such
a case could be found with frustrated transverse coupling
J± < 0 then it would render the physics discussed here
accessible at a much more amenable temperature range.
In almost all spin-liquid candidates, the role of
quenched structural and chemical disorder is an impor-
tant issue [34, 39, 96, 97, 115–120]. Depending on the
type and strength of disorder, its consequences can vary.
It is worth noting however, that disorder is not neces-
sarily deleterious to spin liquid physics. It is known, for
example, that weak disorder in non-Kramers pyrochlores,
which leads to splittings in the low energy non-Kramers
doublet can actually play a role in promoting a U(1) spin
liquid ground state [24]. The spin–liquid states discussed
in this manuscript do not depend on the translational
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, but rather on the emer-
gent gauge symmetries which arise from the local con-
straints in the ground state [Eq. (5)]. Thus, as long as
the disorder is not so strong that these constraints are
strongly violated, the essence of the spin liquids should
be maintained in the presence of disorder, at least at
finite temperature. For sufficiently strong disorder, or
sufficiently low temperature, disorder may lead to order–
by–disorder or glassiness [121, 122]. A quantitative study
of the effects of disorder on the phase diagram in Fig. 1
is a large undertaking and is beyond the scope of the
present work but may be an interesting direction for fu-
ture consideration.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
“Quantum spin ice”, in which magnetic ions on a py-
rochlore lattice interact through highly–anisotropic ex-
change interactions, have become an important paradigm
in the search for quantum spin liquids. In this Article we
have used large–scale classical Monte–Carlo simulation to
explore the physics of the canonical model of a quantum
spin ice, the XXZ model on a pyrochlore lattice HXXZ
[Eq. (1)]. We find that this model has far more to of-
fer than spin ice alone, supporting three distinct types of
spin liquid, each with a different emergent gauge symme-
try. Each of these spin liquids has a different signature
in neutron scattering [Fig. 2]. And the states found in-
clude a completely new form of spin liquid, described by
a U(1)×U(1) gauge theory. At low temperatures this
novel spin–liquid undergoes a phase transition to a state
with hidden spin–nematic order [Fig. 1], but retaining
algebraic correlations of the spin dipoles. We have stud-
ied the excitations of this phase using state–of–the–art
dynamical simulations, revealing a sharply defined Gold-
stone mode which would be hidden from conventional
neutron scattering techniques.
So far as experiment is concerned, the main lesson
of these results is that “quantum spin–ice” materials,
can play host to a great many different spin–liquid and
(hidden–)order phases, even where they are described by
a Hamiltonian as simple as HXXZ [Eq. (1)]. This rein-
forces the point that pinch–points in pyrochlore magnets
need not imply spin ice [66, 73]. The existence of a sharp
Goldstone mode in the nematic phase SN⊥ also serves as
a salutary reminder that broad, non–dispersing continua
of excitations can hide a multitude of secrets [Fig. 5].
From the theoretical point of view, this work identifies
a new spin liquid, a novel spin nematic phase, and opens
an interesting new perspective on the way in which dif-
ferent spin liquids can compete. The effect of quantum
fluctuations on the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 for
J± < 0 remains a subject for future study. However,
experience with QMC simulation of HXXZ [Eq. (1)] for
J± > 0 suggests that quantitative values of the crossover
temperature T ∗2 and T ∗3 may be substantially renormal-
ized, but that the qualitative structure of the phase di-
agram should remain the same down to very low tem-
peratures [14, 21, 23, 26]. The high–symmetry point,
J±/Jzz = −1/2 is also a high–symmetry point for quan-
tum spins, and so remains the anchor for the spin liquid
pHAF. None the less, the fate of this U(1)×U(1)×U(1)
spin liquid for quantum spins at T = 0 remains an open
question [57, 58, 60, 123]. And, to the best of our knowl-
edge, quantum analogues of the new spin liquid, SL⊥,
which has a U(1)×U(1) gauge structure, remain unex-
plored [124]. However it seems reasonable to speculate
that quantum effects will enhance, rather than suppress,
the fluctuations which drive SL⊥ and pHAF, and that the
phase SN⊥ will survive as hidden quantum spin–nematic
order, within a quantum spin liquid. And preliminary
numerical results for the spin–1/2 model at high temper-
9atures are entirely consistent with the topology of the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 [125]. All of these ques-
tions open exciting avenues for future research.
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Appendix A: Definition of local coordinate frame
We describe the local-coordinate frame which is defined
for four spins on a pyrochlore tetrahedron S0, S1, S2, S3
occupying positions
r0 =
a
8 (1, 1, 1) r1 =
a
8
(1,−1,−1)
r2 =
a
8 (−1, 1,−1) r3 =
a
8
(−1,−1, 1) , (A1)
where a is the length of a cubic, 16-site unit cell of the
pyrochlore lattice.
The pseudospins in the global, crystal, coordinate
frame Si relate to the pseudospins in the local frame Si
[Eq. (1)] as
Si = x
local
i S
x
i + y
local
i S
y
i + z
local
i S
z
i (A2)
Where
zlocal0 =
1√
3
(1, 1, 1) zlocal1 =
1√
3
(1,−1,−1)
zlocal2 =
1√
3
(−1, 1,−1) zlocal3 =
1√
3
(−1,−1, 1) ,
(A3)
xlocal0 =
1√
6
(−2, 1, 1) xlocal1 =
1√
6
(−2,−1,−1)
xlocal2 =
1√
6
(2, 1,−1) xlocal3 =
1√
6
(2,−1, 1) ,
(A4)
and
ylocal0 =
1√
2
(0,−1, 1) ylocal1 =
1√
2
(0, 1,−1)
ylocal2 =
1√
2
(0,−1,−1) ylocal3 =
1√
2
(0, 1, 1) .
(A5)
We have used this relationship between the local coor-
dinate frame of Eq. (1) and the crystal coordinate frame
to plot a representation of the bond quadrupolar order in
real space in Fig. 1(b). The ellipsoid on each bond ij in
Fig. 1(b) has principal axes aligned along the cubic axes
of the pyrochlore lattice, with the length of each principal
axis given by
lα = 4(c+ 〈Sαi Sαj 〉) (A6)
where c = 0.08 is chosen to make the figure readable and
Sαi is the component of spin i in the global frame, along
crystal axis α = x, y, z.
Appendix B: Details of the numerical determination
of the phase diagram
The phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 was extracted from
classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the quantum
spin ice model, HXXZ [Eq. (1)]. Spins were treated as
classical vectors with fixed length |Si| = 12 . These simu-
lations were carried out for a cubic cluster of 8192 spins,
using a single spin flip algorithm combined with simu-
lated annealing, parallel tempering and over–relaxation.
The phase diagram is obtained using 75000 simulated
annealing steps using a stepwise decrease of temperature
starting from T = 10Jzz down to the target temperature.
Each annealing step consists of 10 Monte Carlo steps
(a Monte Carlo step consists of a full sweep of the lat-
tice combined with over–relaxation). The simulated an-
nealing is followed by 1000 parallel tempering steps with
500 Monte Carlo steps in between, and then by 200000
Monte Carlo steps for thermalization at fixed tempera-
ture. Measurements consist of 200000 samples separated
by 10 Monte Carlo steps and combined to parallel tem-
pering every 50 measures. We use 256 different replicas
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Figure 6. (Color online). Crossover in the magnetic sus-
ceptibility χ(T ), from a traditional Curie law in the high–
temperature paramagnet, to a low–temperature Curie law in
the spin liquids, as seen by different plateaux in the function
Tχ, plotted as a function of log(T ). The crossover temper-
ature T ∗3 /Jzz ≈ 0.3 (red dot) is estimated from the point of
inflection of Tχ. The extraction of the crossover temperature
T ∗2 is explained in Fig. 7. Results are taken from classical
Monte Carlo simulations of HXXZ [Eq (1)], for a cubic cluster
of N = 8192 spins, with J±/Jzz = −1.
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Figure 7. Thermodynamics of the QSI in the region of
spin–nematic order. (a) Specific heat cV (T ), showing an up-
turn followed by a shallow maximum in the region of the
crossover into the spin liquid SL⊥ at T ∗2 /Jzz ∼ 10−1, and
small peak associated with the onset of spin–nematic order
at TSN/Jzz ≈ 10−2. (b) Correlation function TχT1 ice(T ) used
to determine the crossover temperature into the spin-liquid
SL⊥. χT1 ice is the susceptibility of the field mT1 ice defined in
Appendix D. The crossover temperature T ∗2 is defined as the
point at which TχT1 ice drops below its infinite temperature
limit [Eq. B1] (c) Norm of the bond order parameter Q⊥(T )
[cf. Eq. (B2)], showing a continuous phase transition into the
phase with hidden spin–nematic order at TSN/Jzz ≈ 10−2.
(d) Norm of the site order parameter Qsite⊥ (T ) [cf. Eq. (B2)],
also showing the phase transition into the spin–nematic phase.
(e) Order–parameter susceptibility χQsite⊥ (T ) [Eq. (B3)], used
to estimate the transition temperature TSN. Results are
taken from classical Monte Carlo simulation of HXXZ [Eq (1)],
for cubic clusters of N = 1024, 8192 and 27648 spins, with
J±/Jzz = −1.
with temperature set in linear scale for J±/Jzz > − 12 and
256 temperatures in logarithmic scale for J±/Jzz ≤ − 12 .
The phase boundary of the antiferromagnetically or-
dered (AF⊥) phase, TN , was extracted from the suscep-
tibility of the relevant order parameter, mE, as defined
in Appendix D.
The crossover scale for the spin–ice regime (SI), T ∗1 ,
was estimated from the Schottky-like peak in the heat
capacity.
The crossover scale T ∗3 for the spin–liquid pHAF was
estimated from the Curie-Law crossover shown in Fig. 6.
For J± < − 12 , the crossover scale T ∗2 is associated with
a weakening of the correlations of the local z-components
of the spins. This can be observed by measuring the sus-
ceptibility, χT1Ice(T ), of the field mT1Ice, defined in Ap-
pendix D]. Decreasing the temperature for −1 < J±Jzz <−0.5 the quantity TχT1Ice(T ) first increases during the
crossover from the paramagnet to pHAF and then drops
as the system enters SL⊥. We define the crossover tem-
perature T ∗2 as the point at which the quantity TχT1ice(T )
drops below its infinite temperature value
T ∗2 χT1ice(T
∗
2 ) = lim
T→∞
TχT1ice(T ) (B1)
This is illustrated in Fig. 7b.
For quantum, spin–1/2 moments, the onset of spin–
nematic order is heralded by the bond–based order pa-
rameter Eq. (2). However for the purpose of classical
simulation, it is sufficient to consider the simpler, site–
based order parameter
Qsite⊥ =
4
N
∑
i
(
Sxi
2 − Syi 2
2Sxi S
y
i
)
. (B2)
Please note the prefactor of 4 in the definition of the spin
nematic site order parameter [Eq. (B2)] to account for the
spin length |Si| = 12 . The onset of spin–nematic order in
simulations can be observed in either the site–based [cf.
Fig. 7d] or bond–based order parameters [cf. Fig. 7c].
However, for simplicity, the values of the spin–nematic
ordering temperature TSN shown in Fig. 1, were extracted
from the peak in the order–parameter susceptibility
χQsite⊥ =
N
T
(
〈Qsite⊥
2〉 − 〈|Qsite⊥ |〉2
)
. (B3)
associated with the site–based order parameter, Eq. (B2)
[cf. Fig. 7e]
Fig. 7 is obtained using 300 temperatures in logarith-
mic scale coverring 3 orders of magnitude, parallel tem-
pering every 100 Monte Carlo steps, simulated annealing
and thermalization at temperature T for 100000 Monte
Carlo steps each. Measurements consist of 100000 dif-
ferent samples with 10 Monte Carlo steps between each
sample. Error bars were estimated by comparing the re-
sults of three independent runs of the simulation.
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Appendix C: Definitions of dynamical structure
factors
In Fig. 2 we show predictions for neutron scatter-
ing experiments, based on the equal–time (i.e. energy–
integrated) structure factor
S(q) =
∫
dω S(q, ω) , (C1)
where the dynamical structure factor S(q, ω) is defined
through
S(q, ω) =
∑
αβ
(
δαβ − qαqβ
q2
)
〈mα(−q, ω)mβ(q , ω)〉
mα(q, ω) =
∑
iβγ
Rαβi g
βγ
i
(∫
Sγi (t)e
iωtdt
)
eiq·ri , (C2)
and the gβγi is the g-tensor written in the local coor-
dinate frame [49]. For simplicity, we have here taken
gβγi = 2δβγ for all of the calculations in this paper. R
αβ
i
is a rotation matrix which rotates from the local coor-
dinate frame on site i, to the global, crystal coordinate
frame. The definition of the local coordinate frame is
given in Appendix A. Results for S(q) are shown in the
left half–panels of Fig. 2. These results were taken from
classical MC simulations of HXXZ at a given tempera-
ture, with further averaging provided by numerically in-
tegrating the semi–classical equations of motion for the
spins. This secondary molecular–dynamics (MD) simula-
tion was carried out using methods described in Ref. [78].
It is also useful to decompose the structure factor into
the spin–flip (SF) and non spin–flip (NSF) channels mea-
sured in polarised neutron–scattering experiments.
SSF(q) =
1
q2
∫
dω 〈|m(q, ω) · (nˆ× q)|2〉
SNSF(q) =
∫
dω 〈|m(q, ω) · nˆ|2〉 , (C3)
where nˆ is the direction of polarization of the neutron
magnetic moment. Following Fennell et al. [61], we take
nˆ = (1,−1, 0)/√2. Simulation results for SSF(q) and
SNSF(q) are shown in the right half–panels of Fig. 2.
We have also used MD simulation to calculate the
dynamical structure factor S(q, ω). Results for S(q, ω)
within the spin–nematic phase of the quantum spin ice
model are shown in Fig. 5a. Further details of the calcula-
tion of dynamical properties can be found in Appendix F.
Appendix D: Definitions of local order parameter
fields
The definitions of the local order parameter fields mλ
which appear in the theory of the spin liquid SL⊥ [Sec-
tion III] are given in Table I.
Definition in terms of spins within tetrahedron
mA2
1
2
(Sz0 + S
z
1 + S
z
2 + S
z
3)
mE
1
2
(
Sx0 + S
x
1 + S
x
2 + S
x
3
Sy0 + S
y
1 + S
y
2 + S
y
3
)
mT1,ice
1
2
Sz0 + Sz1 − Sz2 − Sz3Sz0 − Sz1 + Sz2 − Sz3
Sz0 − Sz1 − Sz2 + Sz3

mT1,planar
 12 (Sx0 + Sx1 − Sx2 − Sx3)1
4
(−Sx0 +√3Sy0 + Sx1 −√3Sy1 − Sx2 +√3Sy2 + Sx3 −√3Sy3)
1
4
(−Sx0 −√3Sy0 + Sx1 +√3Sy1 + Sx2 +√3Sy2 − Sx3 −√3Sy3)

mT2
 12 (−S
y
0 − Sy1 + Sy2 + Sy3)
1
4
(√
3Sx0 + S
y
0 −
√
3Sx1 − Sy1 +
√
3Sx2 + S
y
2 −
√
3Sx3 − Sy3
)
1
4
(−√3Sx0 + Sy0 +√3Sx1 − Sy1 +√3Sx2 − Sy2 −√3Sx3 + Sy3)

Table I. Order–parameter fieldsmλ, derived from irreducible
representations (irreps) of the tetrahedral point-group Td.
Spin components Si = (Sxi , S
y
i , S
z
i ) are written in the local
frame of the magnetic ions, see Appendix A for a definition
of this coordinate frame. The convention for the labelling of
the spins with an tetrahedron is given in Appendix A.
Here we give the definitions in terms of the spins
written in the local coordinate frame Si (defined in
Appendix A), cf. Ref. 49 where definitions are given in
the global, crystal basis.
Appendix E: Numerical simulation of the
correlations of the flux
Values of the flux field Bµ(r) are calculated for each
tetrahedron r according to Eq. (8) and the definitions of
mλ given in Table I.
The tetrahedra of the pyrochlore lattice may be di-
vided into two sets A and B. The centres of each set of
tetrahedra each form an FCC lattice.
To calculate SαβBµ we use Eq. (12) where Bµ(q) is de-
fined as the lattice Fourier transform of Bµ(r) over only
the A sublattice of tetrahedra.
Bµ(q) =
√
1
Nuc
∑
r∈rA
exp(−iq · rA)Bµ(r) (E1)
where Nu.c. is the number of unit cells in the system.
Simulations were carried out using local spin updates,
augmented by over–relaxation, within a parallel temper-
ing scheme with 300 temperatures distributed on a log
scale between T = 0.003 Jzz and T = 0.1 Jzz. Ther-
malisation was accomplished through a process of sim-
ulated annealing, with 104 Monte Carlo steps (MCs) of
annealing from high temperature to temperature T , fol-
lowed by 104 MCs of thermalization at temperature T ,
and 105 MCs of measurements at temperature T . Spin
configurations were sampled every 100 MCs during the
measurements, giving an ensemble of 1000 samples.
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Figure 8. Dispersion and intensity of the Goldstone mode
in the phase with hidden spin–nematic order, as shown in
Fig. 5b. (a) Dispersion (q) of low–energy peak in χQ⊥(q, ω)
showing the expected behaviour (q) = q at small q. (b)
Intensity I(q) of the peak as a function of momentum q.
The dashed line shows the expected behaviour at finite tem-
perature, I(q) ∝ 1/q2. Results are taken from molecular–
dynamics simulations of a cluster of N = 65536 spins, for
J±/Jzz = −1.0, T = 0.002Jzz. Momentum q is measured
relative to q = (0, 0, 0).
Appendix F: Dynamics of excitations in the
spin–nematic phase
To study the Goldstone mode associated to the devel-
opment of spin–nematic order, we calculate the dynami-
cal correlation function.
χQsite⊥ (q, ω) = 〈|δQ
site
⊥ (q, ω)|2〉 , (F1)
where fluctuations of spin–nematic order are given by
δQsite⊥ (q, ω) =
∑
i
∫
dt
[
Qsite⊥ (ri, t)− Q¯site⊥ (t)
]
eiωteiq·ri
Q¯site⊥ (t) =
1
N
∑
i
Qsite⊥ (ri, t) , (F2)
and the order parameter Qsite⊥ (ri, t) is defined through
Eq. (B2).
χQsite⊥ (q, ω) is calculated numerically from 200 sample
configurations extracted from Monte Carlo simulations
on a system of linear size L = 16. We used 20000 steps
for the simulated annealing spaced by 10 Monte Carlo
steps between each simulated annealing step. The other
parameters for the thermalization and parallel temper-
ing are identical to the parameters used to calculate the
phase diagram [Appendix B].
The ensemble of configurations obtained from Monte
Carlo is then evolved in time according to the equation
of motion,
dSi
dt
= Si(t)× Hi(t) (F3)
where
Hi(t) =
∑
j∈nn i
Jij · Sj(t) (F4)
is the effective exchange field acting on site i, Jij is the
anisotropic exchange interaction tensor and the sum in
Eq. (F4) runs over the neighbors of i. The numerical
integration of this nonlinear equation of motion proceeds
as described in Ref. [78].
In Fig 8 we plot the dispersion of the Goldstone mode
found in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of HXXZ
within the spin–nematic phase for J±/Jzz = −1. The
dispersion was extracted from the position of low–energy
dispersing peak in χQ⊥(q, ω), as shown in the inset to
Fig. 5b.
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